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take it upon yoursel~ t~ke something more difficult. This idea pleased me 
enorm~usly; it also flatte~d me that for this effort I would be loved and re
spected, as much as anyou\;:lse, by the entire community. In other words, 
when aUjoin ~ogether to ~~e everything easier in every way, there remains 
only one pOSSlble danger, nam ly, the danger that the easiness would become 
so great that it would become II too easy. So only one lack remains, even 
though not yet felt, the lack of ifficulty. Out of love of humankind. out 
of .despair over my awkward predi ment of having achieved nothing and of 
bemg unable to make anything easi than it had already been made. out of 
genuine interest in thos~ who ~ake e \rything easy, I comprehended that it 
was my task: t~ make dIfficultIes ev~~ere. It was also especially striking 
to me that I mtght actually have my mdol ce to thank that this task became 
mine. Far from having found it, like an Ala din, by a stroke of good luck, I 
must instead assume that my indolence, by p venting me from opportunely 
proceeding to make things easy, has forced me to doing the only thing that 
remained. 

r The issue presented in that pamphlet, yet without the pretense of having i ~olved it, since the pamphlet wanted only to present it, reads as follows: Can 
a historical point of departure be given for an eternal consciousness' how can such a 
point of departure be oj more than historical interestj can an eternal happiness be built 
on historical knowledge? (see the tide page). In the pamphlet itself (p. 16279), 

~e fo~owing passage is found: "As is well known, Christianity is the only 
hIstOrICal phenomenon that despite the historical-indeed, precisely by 
means of the historical-has wanted to be the single individual's point of de
parture for his eternal consciousness, has wanted to interest him otherwise 
than merely historically, has wanted to base his happiness on his relation to 
something historical:' Thus, in historical costume; the issue in question is 
Christianity. Accordingly, the issue pertains to Christianity. In treatise form, 
the issue could be formulated less problematically this way: the apologetical 
presuppositions of faith, approximational transitions and overtures to faith, 
the quantifying introduction to the decision of faith. What would then be 
treated would be numerous considerations that are discussed or have been 
discussed by theologians in introductory disciplines. in the introduction to 
dogmatics and in apologetics. 

In order, however, to avoid confusion, it should immediately be borne in 
mind that the issue is not about the truth of Christianity but about the in
dividual's relation to Christianity, consequendy not about the indifferent in
dividual's systematic eagerness to arrange the truths of Christianity. in para
graphs but rather about the concern of the infinitely interested individual 
with regard to his own relation to such a doctrine. To state it as sintply as 
possible (using myself in an imaginatively constructing way [experimenterende)): 
"I, Johannes Climacus, born and bred in this city and now thirty years old, 
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an ordinary human being like most folk, assume that a highest good, called 
an eternal happiness, awaits me just as it awaits a housemaid and a professor. 
I have heard that Christianity is one's prerequisite for this good. I now ask 
how I may enter into relation to this doctrine:' 

The objective issue, then, would be about the truth of Christianity. The 
subjective issue is about the individua1's relation to Christianity. Simply 
stated: How can I,Johannes Climacus, share in the happiness that Christian
ity promises? The issue pertains to me alone, pardy because, if properly pre
sented, it will pertain to everyone in the same way, and pardy because all the 
others do have faith already as something given, as a trifle they do not con
sider very valuable, or as a trifle amounting to something only when decked 
out with a few demonstrations. So the presentation of the issue is not some 
sort of immodesty on my part, but merely a kind of lunacy. 

In order to make my issue as clear as possible, I shall first present the ob
jective issue and show how that is treated. The historical will thereby receive 
its due. Next, I shall present the subjective issue. That is really more than the 
promised sequel as a clothing in historical costume, since this costume is pro
vided merely by mentioning the word "Christianity." The first part is the 
promised sequel; the second part is a renewed attempt in the same vein as th~ ·1 
pamphlet. a new approach to the issue of Fragments. --.J 

SSIBLE AND ACTUAL THESES BY LESSINGsO 

Without daring, the ,to appeal to Lessing, without daring definitely to refer 
to him as my guarant ,without putting anyone under obligation to want, 
because of Lessing's ren n, most dutifully to understand or to claim to have 
understood something tha brings the one who understands into a dubious 
relation to my lack of renow which certainly is just as repelling as Lessing's 
renown is compelling-I now tend to present something that I shall, what 
the deuce, ascribe to Lessing, .wit ut being certain that he would acknowl
edge it, something that I in teasin exuberance could easily be tempted to 
want to foist upon him as somethin he said, although not direcdy, some
thing for which in a different sense I admiration could enthusiastically 
wish to dare to thank him, something that turn I ascribe to him with proud 
restraint and self-esteem, just out of gener ity, and then again something 
that 1 fear will offend or bother him by linld g his name to it. One rarely 
finds an author who is such pleasant company Lessing. And why is that? I 
think it is because he is so sure of himsel£ All this anal and easy association 
of someone exceptional with someone less excepti -one is a genius, a 
master, the other an apprentice, a messenger, a day labo r, etc.-is prevented 
here. If I wanted to be Lessing's follower by hook or b rook, I could not; 
he has prevented it. Just as he himself is free, so, I think, e wants to make 
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And now in utmost earnestne to have wanted to make the leap-yes, that 
Lessing is indeed a rogue, for s ly he has, if anything, with the utmost 
earnestness made the ditch broad- that not just like making fun of peo
ple! Yet, as is well known, with regard t the leap it is also possible to make 
fun of people in a more popular manner: 0 closes one's eyes, grabs on~self 
by the neck a la Miinchhausen, and then-the one stands on the other slde, 
on that other side of sound common sense in t promised land of the sys
tem. 

Consequently, (aJ a logical system can be given; (bJ but a system of existence 
[Tilvrerelsens System] cannot be given. 

a. 

If, however, a logical system is to be constructed, special care must be taken 
not to incorporate anything that· is subject to the dialectic of existence, 
accordingly, anything that is [er] solely by existing [vrere til] <;>r by having 
existed [have vreret til], not something that is [er] simply by be~g [v~e]. It 
follows quite simply that Hegel's matchless and matchlessly admired 1Oven
tion-the importation of movement into logic (not to mention ,that in ev.ery 
other passage one misses even his own attempt to make one believe that It IS 
there)-simply confuses logic.* It is indeed curious to make movement the 
basis in a sphere in which movement is inconceivable or to have movement 
explain logic, whereas logic cannot explain movement: 

On this point, however, I am very happy to be able to refer to a. ~a~ who 
thinks soundly and fortunately is educated by the Greeks (rare qualitIes 10 our 
age!); a man who has known how to extricate himself and his thought from 
every trailing, groveling relation to Hegel, ~m whose fame c:veryone ~ually 
seeks to profit, if in no other way, then by go1Og further, that IS, by hav10g ab
sorbed Hegel; a man who has preferred to be content with Aristotl~ and ~~ 
himself-I mean Trendlenburg (Logische Untersuchungen). One of his merIts IS 

.. The light-mindedness with which systemati~ians admit that ~egel has perhaps not ~een 
successful everywhere in' importing movement into logic, mUl;h like the grocer who thinks 
that a few raisins do not matter when the purchase is large-this farcical docility is, of course, 
contempt for Hegel that not even his most vehement attacker ~allowe~ himself. ::-here have 
certainly been logical attempts prior to Hegel, but his meth~d IS every~g. For ~ and for 
everyone who has intelligence enough to comprehend what It means to will somethmg great, 
the absence of it at this or that point cannot be a trivial matter, as when a grocer and a cus
tomer bicker about whether there is a litde underweight or overweight. Hegel himself has 
staked his whole reputation on the point of the method. But a m~tho~ possesses the pecu~ar 
quality that, viewed abstracdy, it is nothing at all; it is a method ?~CIsely m ~e proces.s ~f bemg 
carried out; in being carried out it is a method, and where It IS not earned out, ~t IS not a 
method, and if there is no other method, there is no method at all. To turn Hegel mto a rat
tlebrain must be reserved for his admirers; an attacker will always know how to honor him for 
having willed something great and having failed to achieve it. 
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that he comprehended movement as the inexplicable presupposition, as the 
common denominator in which being and thinking are united, and as their 
continued reciprocity. I cannot attempt here to show the relation of his con
ception to the Greeks, to Aristotelian thought, or to what, oddly enough, al
though in a popular sense only, bears a certain resemblance to his presenta
tion: a small section in Plutarch's work on Iris and Osiris. It is by no means 
my view that Hegelian philosophy has not had a salutary influence on 
Trendlenburg, but it is fortunate that he has perceived that wanting to im
prove Hegel's structure, to go further etc., will not do (a mendacious approach 
by which many a botcher in our age arrogates Hegel's celebrity to himself and 
mendicantly fraternizes with him); on the other hand, it is fortunate that 
Trendlenburg, sober like a Greek thinker, without promising everything and 
without claiming to beatify all humankind, does indeed accomplish much and 
beatifies whoever would need his guidance in learning about the Greeks. 

In a logical system, nothing may be incorporated that has a relation to ex
istence, that is not indifferent to existence. The infinite advantage that the 

. logical, by being the objective, possesses over all other thinking is in turn, 
subjectively viewed, restricted by its being a hypothesis, simply because it is 
indifferent to existence understood as actuality. This duplexity distinguishes 
the logical from the mathematical, which has no relation whatever toward 
or from existence [Tilvrerelse] but has only objectivity-not objectivity and 
the hypothetical as unity and contradiction in which it is negatively related 
to existence [Existents]. 

The logical system must not be a mystification, a ventriloquism, in which 
the content of existence [Tilvrerelse] emerges cunningly and surreptitiously, 
where logical thought is startled and finds what the Herr Professor or the li
centiate has had up his sleeve. Judging between the two can be done more 
sharply by answering the question: In what sense is a category an abbrevia
tion of existence, whether logical thinking is abstract after existence or ab
stract without any relation to existence. I would like to treat this question a 
little more extensively elsewhere, and even if it is not adequately answered, 
it is always something to have inquired about it in this way. 

b. 

A system of existence [Tilvrerelsens System] cannot be given. Is there, then, 
not such a system? That is not at all the case. Neither is this implied in what 
has been said. Existence itself is a system-for God, but it cannot be a sys
tem for any existing [existerende] spirit. System and conclusiveness correspond 
to each other, but existence is the very opposite. Abstractly viewed, system 
and existen.ce cannot be thought conjointly, because in order to think exis
tence, systematic thought must think it as annulled and consequently not as 
existing. Existence is the spacing that holds apart; the systematic is the con-
clusiveness that combines. . 
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Actually there now develops a deception, an illusion, which Fragments has 
attempted to point out. I must now refer to this work, namely, to the ques
tion of whether the past is more necessary than the future. 82 That is, when 
an existence is a thing of the past, it is indeed finished, it is indeed concluded, 
and to that extent it is turned over to the systematic view. Quite so-but for 
whom? Whoever is himself existing cannot gain this conclusiveness outside 
existence, a conclusiveness that corresponds to the eternity into which the 
past has entered. Even if a good-natured thinker is so absentmin~ed as to for
get that he himself is existing, speculative thought and a~sen~d~~ess. are 
still not quite the same thing. On the contrary, tha~ he ~mself IS eX1~tmg 1~
plies the claim of existence upon him and that his. eXlstence, yes, If.he IS a 
great individual, that his existence at the present. tIme: may, as past, m turn 
have the validity of conclusiveness for a systematic thinker. But who, then, 
is this systematic thinker? Well, it is he who himself is outside e~tence and 
yet in existence, who in his eternity is forever conc1ude~ and yetmc1udes ex
istence within himself-it is God. So why the deceptIon! Just because the 
world has lasted now for six thousand years, does existence therefore not have 
the very same claim upon the existing individual that it ~as alv.:a!s had, which 
is not that he in make-believe should be a contemplatmg spmt but that he 
in actuality should be an existing spirit. All understanding comes a~terwar~. 83 

Whereas an individual existing now undeniably comes afterward m relation 
to the six thousand years that preceded, the curiously ir~nic consequence 
would emerge-if we assumed that he came to understand them systemat
ically-that he would not come to understand himself as an e~sting being, 
because he himself would acquire no existence, because he htmself would 
have nothing that should be understood afterward. It follows that such a 
thinker must be either the good Lord or a fantastical quodlibet [anything]. 
Certainly everyone will perceive the immorality in this, and certainly. every
one will also perceive that what another author has observed regarding the 
Hegelian system is entirely in order: that t~ugh Heg~l a syste~, the ab
solute system, was brought to completion-wtthout haVIng an ethics. ~y all 
means let us smile at the ethical-religious fantasies of the Middle Ages m as
ceticis:U and the like, but above all let us not forget that the speculative, far
cical exaggeration of becoming an I-I-and then qua human bein~ ofi:e? 
such a philistine that no enthusiast would have cared to lead such a life-Is. 
equally ludicrous. 

SUBJECTIVE TRUTH, INWARDNESS; 

TRUTH IS SUBJECTIVITY 

Whether truth is defined more empirically as the agreement of thinking with 
being or more idealistically as the agreement of being with thinking, the 
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point in each case is to pay scrupulous attention to what is understood by 
being and also to pay attention to whether the knowing human spirit might 
not be lured out into the indefinite and fantastically become something such 
as no existing human being has ever been or can be, a phantom with which 
the individual busies himself on occasion, yet without ever making it explicit 
to himself by means of dialectical middle terms how he gets out into this 
fantastical realm, what meaning it has for him to be there, whether the en
tire endeavor out there might not dissolve into a tautology within a rash, fan
tastical venture. 

If, in the two definitions given, being [Vreren] is understood as empirical 
being, then truth itself is transformed into a desideratum [something wanted] 
and everything is placed in the process of becoming [v<>rden], because the 
empirical object is not finished, and the existing knowing spirit is itself in 
the process of becoming. Thus truth is an approximating whose beginning. 
cannot be established absolutely, because there is no conclusion that has 
retroactive power. On the other hand, every beginning, when it is made (if 
it is not arbitrariness by not being conscious of this), does not occur by virtue 
of immanental thinking but is made by virtue of a resolution, essentially by 
virtue of faith. That the knowing spirit is an existing spirit, and that every 
human being is such a spirit existing for himself, I cannot repeat often 
enough, because the fantastical disregard of this has been the cause of much 
confusion. May no one misunderstand me. I am inqeed a poor existing spirit 
like all other human beings, but if in a legitimate and honest way I could be 
assisted in becoming something extraordinary, the pure I-I, I would always 
be willing to give thanks for the gift and the good deed. If, however, it can 
occur only in the way mentioned earlier, by saying eins, zwei, drei, kokolornm 
or by tying a ribbon around the little fmger and throwing it away in some 
remote place when the moon is full-then I would rather remain what I am, 
a poor existing individual human being. 

The term "being" in those defmitions must, then, be understood much 
more abstractly as the abstract rendition or the abstract prototype of what 
being in concreto is as empirical being. If it is understood in this way, nothing 
stands in the way of abstractly defining truth as something finished, because, 
viewed abstractly, the agreement between thinking and being is always fin
ished, inasmuch as the beginning of the process of becoming lies precisely 
in the concretion that abstraction abstractly disregards. 

But if being is understood in this way, the formula is a tautology; that is, 
thinking and being signify one and the same, and the agreement spoken of 
is only an abstract identity with itself. Therefore, none of the formulas says 
more than that truth is, if this is understood in such a way that the copula is 
accentuated-truth is-that is, truth is a redoubling [Fordoblelse]. 84 Truth 
is the first, but truth's other, that it is, is the same as the first; this, its being, 
is the abstract form of truth. In this way it is expressed that truth is not some-
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thing simple but in an entirely abstract sense a redoubling, which is never
theless canceled at the very same moment. 

Abstraction may go on by paraphrasing this as much as it pleases-it will 
never come any further. As soon as the being of truth becomes empirically 
concrete, truth itself is in the process of becoming and is indeed in turn, by 
intimation, the agreement between thinking and being, and is indeed actu
ally that way for God, but it is not that way for any existing spirit, because 
this spirit, itself existing, is in the process of becoming. 

For the existing spirit qua existing spirit, the question about truth persists, 
because the abstract answer is only for that abstractum which an existing spirit 
becomes by abstracting from himself qua existing, which he can do only mo
mentarily, although at such moments he still pays his debt to existence by 
existing nevertheless. Consequently, it is an existing spirit who asks about 
truth, presumably because he wants to exist in it, but in any case the ques
tioner is conscious of being an existing individual human being. In this way 
1 believe I am able to make myself understandable to every Greek and to 
every rational human being. If a German philosopher follows his inclina
tion to put on an act [skabe s{g]and first transforms himself [skabe s{g om] into 
a superrational something, just as alchemists and sorcerers bedizen them
selves fantastically, in order to answer the question about truth in an ex
tremely satisfying way, this is of no more concern to me than his satisfying 
answer, which no doubt is extremely satisfying-if one is fantastically 
dressed up. But whether a German philosopher is or is not doing this can 
easily be ascertained by anyone who with enthusiasm concentrates his soul 
on willing to allow himself to be guided by a sage of that kind, and uncrit
ically just uses his guidance compliantly by willing to form his existence ac
cording to it. When a person as a learner enthusiastically relates in this way 
to such a German professor, he accomplishes the most superb epigram upon 
him, because a speculator of that sort is anything but served by a learner's 
honest and enthusiastic zeal for expressing and accomplishing, for existen
tially appropriating his wisdom, since this wisdom is something that the Herr 
Professor himself has imagined and has written books about but has never 
. attempted himsel£ It has not even occurred to him that it should be done. 
Like the customs clerk who, in the belief that his business was merely to 
write, wrote what he himself could not read, so there are speculative thinkers 
who merely Write, and write that which, if it is to be read with the aid of 
action, if I may put it that way, proves to be nonsense, unless it is perhaps in
tended only for fantastical beings. 

When for the existing spirit qua existing there is a question about truth, 
that abstract reduplication [Reduplikation] of truth recurs; but existence itself, 
existence itself in the questioner, who does indeed exist, holds the two fac
tors apart, one from the other, and reflection shows two relations. To objec
tive reflection, truth becomes something objective, an object, and the point 
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is to disregard the subject. To subjective reflection, truth becomes appropri
ation, ~wardness, subjectivity, and the point is to immerse oneself, existing, 
in subjectivity. 

But what then? Are we to remain in this disjunction, or does mediation 
offer its kind assistance here, so that truth becomes subject-object? Why not? 
But can mediation then help the existing person so that he himself, as long 
as he is existing, becomes mediation, which is, after all, sub specie aeterni, 
whereas the poor existing one is existing? It certainly does not help to make 
a fool of a person, to entice him with the subject-object when he himself is 
prevented from entering into the state in which he can relate himself to it, 
prevented because he himself, by virtue of existing, is in the process of be
coming. Of what help is it to explain how the eternal truth is to be under
stood eternally when the one to use the explanation is prevented from un
derstanding it in this way because he is existing and is merely a fantast if he 
fancies himself to be sub specie aeterni, consequently when he must avail him
self precisely of the explanation of how the eternal truth is to be understood 

. in the category of time by someone who by existing is himself in time, some
thing the honored professor himself admits, if not always, then every three 
months when he draws his salary. 

With the subject-object of mediation, we have merely reverted to ab
straction, inasmuch as 'the definition of truth as subject-object is exactly the 
same as: the truth is, that is, the truth is a redoubling [Fordoblelse]. Conse
quently, the exalted wisdom has again been absentminded enough to forget 
that it was an existing spirit who asked about truth. Or is perhaps the exist
ing spirit himself the subject-object? In that case, I am obliged to ask: Where 
is such an existing human being who is also a subject-object? Or shall we 
perhaps here again first transmute the existing spirit into a something in gen
eral and then explain everything except what was asked about: How an ex
isting subject in concreto relates himself to the truth, or what then must be 
asked about: How the individual existing subject then relates himself to this 
something that seems to have not a little in common with a paper kite or 
with the lump of sugar that the Dutch used to hang from the ceiling and 
everyone would lick . 

We return, then, to the two ways of reflection and have not forgotten 
that it is an existing spirit who is asking, simply an individual human being, 
and are not able to forget, either, that his existing is precisely what will pre
vent him from going both ways at once, and his concerned questions will 
?revent him from light-mindedly and fantastically becoming a subject-ob
Ject. Now, then, which of the ways is the way of truth for the existing spirit? 
Only the fantastical I-I is simultaneously finished with both ways or ad
vances methodically along both ways simultaneously, which for an existing 
human being is such an inhuman way of walking that I dare not recom
mend it. 
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Since the questioner specifically emphasizes that he is an existing person, 
the way to be commended is naturally the one that especially accentuates 
what it means to exist. 

The way of objective reflection turns the subjective individual into some
thing accidental and thereby turns existence into an indifferent, vanishing 
something. The way to the objective truth goes away from the subject, and 
while the subject and subjectivity become indifferent [l:gegyld:g], the truth 
also becomes indifferent, and that is precisely its objective validity [Gyld:ghed] , 
because the interest, just like the decision, is subjectivity. The way of objec
tive reflection now leads to abstract thinking, to mathematics, to historical 
knowledge of various kinds, and always leads away from the subjective indi
vidual, whose existence or nonexistence becomes, from an objective point 
of view, altogether properly, infinitely indifferent, altogether properly, be
cause, as Hamlet says, existence and nonexistence have only subjective sig
niflcance. At its maximum, this way will lead to a contradiction, and to the 
extent that the subject does not become totally indifferent to himself, this is 
merely an indication that his objective striving is not objective enough. At 
its maximum, it will lead to the contradiction that only objectivity has come 
about, whereas subjectivity has gone out, that is, the existing subjectivity that 
has made an attempt to become what in the abstract sense is called subjec
tivity, the abstract form of an abstract objectivity. And yet, viewed subjec
tively, the objectivity that has come about is at its maximum either a hy
pothesis or an approximation, because all eternal decision is rooted 
specifically in subjectivity. 

But the objective way is of the opinion that it has a security that the sub
jective way does not have (of course, existence, what it means to exist, and 
objective security cannot be thought together). It is of the opinion that it 
avoids a danger that lies in wait for the subjective way, and at its maximum 
this danger is madness. In a solely subjective definition of truth, lunacy and 
truth are ultimately indistinguishable, because they may both have inward
ness." But one does not become lunatic by becoming objective. At this point 
I might perhaps add a little comment that does not seem superfluous in an 
objective age. Is the absence of inwardness also lunacy? The objective truth 
as such does not at all decide that the one stating it is sensible; on the con
trary, it can even betray that the man is lunatic, although what he says is en
tirely true and especially objectively true. 

I shall here allow myself to relate an incident that, without any modifica-

.. Even this is not true, however, because madness never has the inwardness of infinity. Its 
fixed idea is a kind of objective something, and the contradiction of madness lies in wanting 
to embrace it with passion. The decisive factor in madness is thus not the subjective, but the 
litde finitude that becomes fixed, something the infinite can never become. 
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tion whatever by me, comes directly from a madhouse. A patient in such an 
institut~on wants to run away and actually carries out his plan by jumping 
through a window. He now fmds himself in the garden of the institution and 
wishes to take to the road of freedom. Then it occurs to him (shall I say that 
he was sagacious enough or lunatic enough to have this whimsical idea?): 
When you arrive in the city, you will be recognized and will very likely be 
taken back right away. What you need to do, then, is convince everyone com
pletely, by the objective truth of what you say, that all is well as far as your 
sanity is concerned. As he is walking along and pondering this, he sees a skit
tle ball lying on the ground. He picks it up and puts it in the tail of his coat. 
At every step he takes, this ball bumps him, if you please, on his r-, and 
every time it bumps him he says, "Boom! The earth is round." He arrives in 
the capital city and immediately visits one of his friends. He wants to con
vince him that he is not lunatic and therefore paces up and down the floor 
and continually says, "Boom! The earth is round!" But is the earth not round? 
Does the madhouse demand yet another sacrifice on account of this as
sumption, as in those days when everyone assumed it to be as fiat as a pan
cake? Or is he lunatic, the man who hopes to prove that he is not lunatic by 
stating a truth universally accepted and universally regarded as objective? And 
yet, precisely by this it became clear to the physician that the patient was not 
yet cured, although the cure certainly could not revolve around getting him 
to assume that the earth is flat. But not everyone is a physician, and the de
mand of the times has considerable influence on the question of lunacy. Now 
and then, one would indeed almost be tempted to assume that the modern 
age, which has modernized Christianity, has also modernized Pilate's ques
tion,85 and that the need of the age to find something in which to repose 
declares itself in the question: What is lunacy? When an assistant professor, 
every time his coattail reminds him to say something, says de omnibus dubi
tandum est [everything must be doubted] and briskly writes away on a system 
in which there is sufficient internal evidence in every other sentence that the 
man has never doubted anything-he is not considered lunatic. 

Don Quixote is the prototype of the subjective lunacy in which the pas
sion of inwardness grasps a particular ftxed finite idea. But when inwardness 
is absent, parroting lunacy sets in, which is just as comic, and it would be de
sirable for an imaginatively constructing psychologist to depict it by taking 
a handful of such philosophers and putting them together. When the insan
ity is a delirium of inwardness, the tragic and the comic are that the some
thing that infinitely pertains to the unfortunate person is a ftxed detail that 
pertains to no one else. But when the insanity is the absence of inwardness, 
the comic is that the something known by the blissful person is the truth, 
truth that pertains to the whole human race but does not in the least pertain 
to the highly honored parroter. This kind of insanity is more inhuman than 
the other. One shrinks from looking the ftrst one in the eye, lest one discover 
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the depth of his frantic state, but one does not dare to look at the other at 
all for fear of discovering that he does not have proper eyes but glass eyes and 
hair made from a floor mat, in short, that he is an artificial product. If one 
happens to meet a mentally deranged person of that sort, whose illness is 
simply that he has no mind, one listens to him in cold horror. One does not 
know whether one dares to believe that it is a human being with whom one 
is speaking, or perhaps a "walking stick," an artificial contrivance of D0bler 
that conceals in itself a barrel organ [Positiv]. To drink Dus with the execu
tioner86 can indeed be unpleasant for a self-respecting man; but to get into 
a rational and speculative conversation with a walking stick-now that is al
most enough to drive one crazy. . 

Subjective reflection turns inward toward subjectivity and in this inward 
deepening will be of the truth, and in such a way that, just as in the pre
ceding, when objectivity was advanced, subjectivity vanished, here subjec
tivity as such becomes the final factor and objectivity the yanishing. Here 
it is not forgotten, even for a single moment, that the subject is existing, and 
that existing is a becoming, and that truth as the identity of thought and 
being is therefore a chimera of abstraction and truly only a longing of cre
ation, not because truth is not an identity, but because the knower is an ex
isting person, and thus truth cannot be an identity for him as long as he ex
ists. If this is not held fast, then with the aid of speculative thought we 
promptly enter into the fantastical I-I that recent speculative thought cer
tainly has used but without explaining how a particular individual relates 
himself to it, and, good Lord, of course no human being is more than a par
ticular individual. 

If the existing person could actually be outside himself, the truth would be 
something concluded for him. But where is this point? The I-I is a mathe
matical point that does not exist at all; accordingly anyone can readily take up 
this standpoint-no one stands in the way of anyone else. Only momentar
ily can a particular individual, existing, be in a unity of the infinite and the 
finite that transcends existing. This instant is the moment of passion. Modern 
speculative thought has mustered everything to enable the individual to tran
scend himself objectively, but this just cannot be done. Existence exercises its 
constraint, and if philosophers nowadays had not become pencil-pushers serv
ing the trifling busyness of fantastical thinking, it would have discerned that 
suicide is the only somewhat practical interpretation of its attempt. But pen
cil-pushing modern speculative thought takes a dim view of passion, and yet, 
for the existing person, passion is existence at its very highest-and we are, 
after all, existing persons. In passion, the existing subject is infinitized in the 
eternity of imagination and yet is also most definitely himself. The fantasti
cal I-I is not infinitude and finitude in identity, since neither the one nor the 
other is actual; it is a fantastical union with a cloud,87 an unfruitful embrace, 
and the relation of the individual I to this mirage is never stated. 
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All essential knowing pertains to existence, or only the knowing whose 
relation to existence is essential is essential knowing. Essentially viewed, the 
knowing' that does not inwardly in the reflection of inwardness pertain to 
existence is accidental knowing, and its degree and scope, essentially viewed, 
are a matter of indifference. That essential knowing is essentially related to 
existence does not, however, signify the above-mentioned abstract identity 
between thinking and being, nor does it signify that the knowledge is ob
jectively related to something existent [Tilvrerende] as its object, but it means 
that the knowledge is related to the knower, who is essentially an existing 
person [Existerende], and that all essential knowing is therefore essentially re
lated to existence and to existing. Therefore, only ethical and ethical-reli-:
gious knowing is essential knowing. But all ethical and all ethical-religious 
knowing is essentially a relating to the existing of the knower. 

Mediation is a mirage,just as the I-I is. Viewed abstractly, everything is and 
nothing becomes. Mediation cannot possibly find its place in abstraction, 
since it has movement as its presupposition. Objective knowledge can certainly 
have the existent [Tilvrerende] as its object, but since the knowing subject is 
existing [existerende] and himself in the process of becoming by existing, 
speculative thought must first explain how a particular existing subject re
lates himself to the knowledge of mediation, what he is at the moment, 
whether, for example, he is not at that very moment rather absentminded, 
and where he is, whether he is not on the moon. There is this continual talk 
about mediation and mediation. Is mediation, then, a human being, just as 
Per Degn assumesImprimatur to be a human being? How does a human being 
go about becoming something of that sort? Is this dignity, this great philo
sophicum, attained by studying? Or does the magistrate give it away as he gives 
away sexton and gravedigger positions? Just try to become involved with 
these and other similar simple questions raised by a simple human being, who 
would so very much like to be mediation if he could become that in a le
gitimate and honorable manner, and not either by saying eins, zwei, drei, 
kokolorum or by forgetting that he himself is an existing human being, for 
whom existing ethically-religiously is a suitable quantum satis [sufficient 
amount]. To a speculative thinker it may seem abgeschmackt [in bad taste] to 
ask questions in this way, but it is especially important not to polemicize in 
the wrong place and hence not to begin fantastically-objectively a pro and 
contra as to whether or not there is mediation, but firmly to maintain what 
it means to be a human being. 

In order to clarify the divergence of objective and subjective reflection, I 
shall now describe subjective reflection in its search back and inward into in
wardness. At its highest, inwardness in an existing subject is passion; truth as 
a paradox corresponds to pasSion, and that truth becomes a paradox is 
grounded precisely in its relation to an existing subject. In this way the one 
corresponds to the other. In forgetting that one is an existing subject, one 
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loses passion, and in return, truth does not become a paradox; but the know
ing subject shifts from being human to being a fantastical something, and 
truth becomes a fantastical object for its knowing. 

When the question about truth is asked objectively, truth is reflected upon objec
tively as an object to which the knower relates himself. What is reflected upon is not 
the relation but that what he relates himself to is the truth, the true. If only that to 
which he relates himself is the truth, the true, then the subject is in the truth. When 
the question about truth is asked subjectively, the individual's relation is reflected upon 
subjectively. If only the how oj this relation is in truth, the individual is in truth, even 
if he in this way were to relate himself to untruth." 

Objectively the emphasis is on what is said; subjectively the emphasis is on how 
it is said. This distinction applies even esthetically and is specifically expressed 
when we say that in the mouth of this or that person something that is truth 
can become untruth. Particular attention should be paid to this distinction 
in our day, for if one were to express in a single sentence the difference be
tween ancient times and our time, one would no doubt have to say: In an
cient times there were only a few individuals who knew the truth; now 
everyone knows it, but inwardness has an inverse relation to it."" Viewed es
thetically, the contradiction that emerges when truth becomes untruth in this 
and that person's mouth is best interpreted comically. Ethically-religiously, 
the emphasis is again on: how. But this is not to be understood as manner, 
modulation of voice, oral delivery, etc., but it is to be understood as the re
lation of the existing person, in his very existence, to what is said. Objec
tively, the question is only about categories of thought; subjectively, about 
inwardness. At its maximum, this "how" is the passion of the infmite, and the 
passion of the infinite is the very truth. But the passion of the infinite is pre
cisely subjectivity, and thus subjectivity is truth. From the objective point of 
view, there is no infinite decision, and thus it is objectively correct that the 
distinction between good and evil is canceled, along with the principle of 
contradiction, and thereby also the infinite distinction between truth and 
falsehood. Only in subjectivity is there decision, whereas wanting to become 
objective is untruth. The passion of the infinite, not its content, is the de
ciding factor, for its content is precisely itself. In this way the subjective 
"how" and subjectivity are the truth. 

But precisely because the subject is existing, the "how" that is subjectively 
emphasized is dialectical also with regard to time. In the moment of the de
cision of passion, where the road swings off from objective knowledge, it 
looks as if the infmite decision were thereby finished. But at the same mo-

.. The reader will note that what is discussed here is essential truth, or the truth that is re
lated essentially to existence, and that it is specifically in order to clarify it as inwardness or as 
subjectivity that the contrast is pointed out. 

*" See Stages on Lifo's Way, p. 366 fn. 88 
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ment, the existing person is in the temporal realm, and the subjective "how" 
is transf?rmed into a striving that is motivated and repeatedly refreshed by 
the decisive passion of the infmite, but it is nevertheless a striving. 

When subjectivity is truth, the defmition of truth must also contain in it
self an expression of the antithesis to objectivity, a memento of that fork in 
the road, and this expression will at the same time indicate the resilience of 
the inwardness. Here is such a definition of truth: An objective uncertainty, held 
fast through appropriation with the most passionate inwardness, is the truth, the high
est truth there is for an existing person. At the point where the road swings 
off (and where that is cannot be stated objectively, since it is precisely sub
jectivity), objective knowledge is suspended. Objectively he then has only 
uncertainty, but this is precisely what intensifies the infinite passion of in
wardness, and truth is precisely the daring venture of choosing the objective 
uncertainty with the passion of the infinite. I observe nature in order to find 
God, and I do indeed see omnipotence and wisdom, but I also see much that 
troubles and disturbs. The summa summarum [sum total1 of this is an objec
tive uncertainty, but the inwardness is so very great, precisely because it grasps 
this objective uncertainty with all the passion of the infinite. In a mathe
matical proposition, for example, the objectivity is given, but therefore its 
truth is also an indifferent truth. 

But the definition of truth stated above is a paraphrasing of faith. With
out risk, no faith. Faith is the contradiction between the infinite passion of 
inwardness and the objective uncertainty. If I am able to apprehend God ob
jectively, I do not have faith; but because I cannot do this, I must have faith. 
If I want to keep myself in faith, I must continually see to it that I hold fast 
the objective uncertainty, see to it that in the objective uncertainty I am "out 
on 70,000 fathoms of water" and still have faith. 

The thesis that subjectivity, inwardness, is truth contains the Socratic wis
dom, the undying merit of which is to have paid attention to the essential 
meaning of existing, of the knower's being an existing person. That is why, 
in his ignorance, Socrates was in the truth in the highest sense within pa
ganism. To comprehend this, that the misfortune of speculative thought is 
simply that it forgets again and again that the knower is an existing person, 
can already be rather difficult in our objective age. "But to go beyond 
Socrates when one has not even comprehended the Socratic-that, at least, 
is not Socratic." See "The Moral" in Fragments. 

Just as in Fragments, let us from this point try a category of thought that 
~ctually does go beyond. Whether it is true or false is of no concern to me, 
since I am only imaginatively constructing, but this much is required, that it 
be clear ¢at the Socratic is presupposed in it, so that I at least do not end up 
behind Socrates again. 

When subjectivity, inwardness, is truth, then truth, objectively defined, is a 
paradox; and that truth is objectively a paradox shows precisely that subjectiv-
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ity is truth, since the objectivity does indeed thrust away; and the objectivity's 
repulsion, or the expression for the objectivity's repulsion, is the resilience and 
dynamometer of inwardness. The paradox is the objective uncertainty that is 
the expression for the passion of inwardness that is truth. So much for the So
cratic. The eternal, essential truth, that is, the truth that is related essentially to 
the existing person by pertaining essentially to what it means to exist (viewed 
Socratically, all other knowledge is accidental, its degree and scope indiffer":' 
ent), is a paradox. Nevertheless the eternal, essential truth is itself not at all a 
paradox, but it is a paradox by being related to an existing person. Socratic ig
norance is an expression of the objective uncertainty; the inwardness of the 
existing person is truth. In anticipation of what will be discussed later, the fol
lowing comment is made here: Socratic ignorance is an analog to the category 
of the absurd, except that there is even less objective certainty in the repulsion 
exerted by the absurd, since there is only the certainty that it is absurd, and for 
that very reason there is infInitely greater resilience in the inwardness. The So
cratic inwardness in existing is an analogue to faith, except that the inward
ness of faith, corresponding not to the repulsion exerted by ignorance but to 
the repulsion exerted by the absurd, is infInitely deeper. 

Viewed Socratically, the eternal essential truth is not at all paradoxical in 
itself, but only by being related to an existing "person. This is expressed in an
other Socratic thesis: that all knowing is a recollecting. This thesis is an inti
mation of the beginning of speculative thought, but for that 'very reason 
Socrates did not pursue it; essentially it became Platonic. This is where the 
road swings off, and Socrates essentially emphasizes existing, whereas Plato, 
forgetting this, loses himself in a speculative thought. Socrates' infinite merit 
is precisely that of being an existing thinker, not a speculative thinker who 
forgets what it means to exist. To Socrates, therefore, the thesis that all know
ing is a recollecting has, at the moment of parting and as a continually an
nulled possibility of speculating, a double significance: (1) that the knower is 
essentially integer [uncorrupted] and that for him there is no other dubious
ness with regard to knowledge of the eternal truth than this, that he exists, 
a dubiousness so essential and decisive to him that it signifies that existing, 
the inward deepening in and through existing, is truth; (2) that existence in 
temporality has no decisive significance, because there is continually the pos
sibility of taking oneself back into eternity by recollecting, even though this 
possibility is continually annulled because the inward deepening in existing 
fllls up time. >+ 

" This may be the proper place to elucidate a dubiousness in the design of Fragments, a du
biousness that was due to my not wanting immediately to make the matter as dialectically dif
ficult as it is, because in our day terminologies and the like are so muddled that it is almost im
possible to safeguard oneself against confusion. In order, if possible, to elucidate properly the 
difference between the Socratic (which was supposed to be the philosophical, the pagan philo
sophical position) and the category of imaginatively constructed thought, which actually goes 
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The great merit of the Socratic was precisely to emphasize that the knower 
is an existing person and that to exist is the essential. To go beyond Socrates 
by failing to understand this is nothing but a mediocre merit. This we must 
keep in mente [in mind] and then see whether the formula cannot be changed 
in such a way that one actually does go beyond the Socratic. 

So, then, subjectivity, inwardness, is truth. Is there a more inward expres
sion for it? Yes, if the discussion about "Subjectivity, inwardness, is truth" 
begins in this way: "Subjectivity is untruth." But let us not be in a hurry. 
Speculative thought also says that subjectivity is untruth but says it in the 
very opposite direction, namely, that objectivity is truth. Speculative 
thought defInes subjectivity negatively in the direction of objectivity. The 
other defmition, however, puts barriers in its own way at the very moment 
it wants to begin, which makes the inwardness so much more inward. 
Viewed Socratically, subjectivity is untruth if it refuses to comprehend that 
subjectivity is truth but wants, for example, to be objective. Here, on the 
other hand, in wanting to begin to become truth by becoming subjective, 
subjectivity is in the predicament of being untruth. Thus the work goes 

beyond the Socratic, I carried the Socratic back to the thesis that all knowing is a recollecting. 
It is commonly accepted as such, and only for the person who with a very special interest de
votes himself to the Socratic, always returning to the sources, only for him will it be impor
tant to distinguish between Socrates and Plato on this point. The thesis certainly belongs to 
both of them, but Socrates continually parts with it because he wants to exist. By holding 
Socrates to the thesis that all knowing is recollecting, one turns him into a speculative philoso
pher instead of what he was, an existing thinker who understood existing as the essential. The 
thesis that all knowing is recollecting belongs to speCUlative thought, and recollecting is im
manence, and from the point.of view of speculation and the eternal there is no paradox. The 
difficulty, however, is that no human being is speculation, but the speculating person is an ex
isting human being, subject to the claims of existence. To forget this is no merit, but to hold 
this fast is indeed a merit, and that is precisely what Socrates did. To emphasize existence, which 
contains within it the qualification of inwardness, is the Socratic, whereas the Platonic is to 
pursue recollection and immanence. Basically Socrates is thereby beyond all speculation, be
cause he does not have a fantastical beginning where the speculating person changes clothes 
and then goes on and on and speculates, forgetting the most important thing, to exist. But pre
cisely because Socrates is in this way beyond speculative thought, he acquires, when rightly de
picted, a certain analogous likeness to what the imaginary construction set forth as that which 
truly goes beyond the Socratic: the truth as paradox is an analog to the paradox sensu eminen
tion [in the more eminent sense]; the passion of inwardness in existing is then an analog to faith 
sensu eminentiori. That the difference is infinite nevertheless. that the designations in Fragments 
of that which truly goes beyond the Socratic are unchanged, I can easily show, but I was afraid 
to make complications by promptly using what seem to be the same designations, at least the 
~e words, about the different things when the imaginary construction was to be presented 
as different from these. Now; I think there would be no objection to speaking of the paradox 
in connectioI) with Socrates and faith, since it is quite"correct to do so, provided that it is un
derstood correctly. Besides, the ancient Greeks also use the word 1ti.Gtt~ [faith], although by no 
means in the sense-'of the imaginary" construction, and use it so as to make possible some very 
illuminating observations bearing upon its dissimilarity to faith sensu eminentiori, especially with 
reference to one of Aristotle's works where the term is employed. 

V 
l' 
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backward, that is, backward in inwardness. The way is so far from being in 
the direction of the objective that the beginning only lies even deeper in 
subjectivity. 

But the subject cannot be untruth eternally or be presupposed to have 
been untruth eternally; he must have- become that in time or he becomes 
that in time. 89 The Socratic paradox consisted in this, that the eternal truth 
was related to an existing person. But now existence has accentuated the ex
isting person a second time; a change so essential has taken place in him that 
he in no way can take himself back into eternity by Socratic ally recollect
ing. To do this is to speculate; to be able to do this but, by grasping the in
ward deepening in existence, to annul the possibility of doing it is the So
cratic. But now the difficulty is that what accompanied Socrates as an annulled 
possibility has become an impossibility. If speculating was already of dubi
ous merit in connection with the Socratic, it is now only confusion. 

The paradox emerges when the eternal truth and existing are placed to
gether, but each time existing is accentuated the paradox becomes clearer 
and clearer. Viewed Socratically, the knower was an existing person, but now 
the existing person is accentuated in such a way that existence has made an 
essential change in him. 

Let us now call the individual's untruth sin. Viewed eternally, he cannot 
be in sin or be presupposed to have been eternally in sin. Therefore, by com
ing into existence (for the beginning was that subjectivity is untruth), he be
comes a sinner. He is not born as a sinner in the sense that he is presupposed 
to be a sinner before he is born, but he is born in sin and as a sinner. Indeed, 
we could call this hereditary sin. But if existence has in this way obtained 
power over him, he is prevented from taking himself back into eternity 
through recollection. If it is already paradoxical that the eternal truth is re
lated to an existing person, now it is absolutely paradoxical that it is related 
to such an existing person. But the more difficult it is made for him, recol
lecting, to take himself out of existence, the more inward his existing can 
become in existence; and when it is made impossible for him, when he is 
lodged in existence in such a way that the back door of recollection is for
ever closed, then the inwardness becomes the deepest. But let us never for
get that the Socratic merit was precisely to emphasize that the knower is ex
isting, because the more difficult the matter becomes, the more one is 
tempted to rush along the easy road of speculative thought, away from ter
rors and decisions, to fame, honor, a life of ease, etc. If even Socrates com
prehended the dubiousness of taking himself speculatively out of existence 
back into eternity, when there was no dubiousness for the existing person 
except that he existed and, of course, that existing was the essential-now it 
is impossible. He must go forward; to go backward is impossible. 

Subjectivity is truth. The paradox came into existence through the relat
ing of the eternal, essential truth to the existing person. Let us now go fur-
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ther; let us assume that the eternal, essential truth is itself the paradox. How 
does the paradox emerge? By placing the eternal, essential truth together 
with eXisting. Consequendy, if we place it together in the truth itself, the 
truth becomes a paradox. The eternal truth has come into existence in time. 
That is the paradox. If the subject just mentioned was prevented by sin from 
taking himself back into eternity, now he is not to concern himself with this, 
because now the eternal, essential truth is not behind him but has come in 
front of him by existing itself or by having existed, so that if the individual, 
existing, does not lay hold of the truth in existence, he will never have it. 

Existence can never be accentuated more sharply than it has been here. 
The fraud of speculative thought in wanting to recollect itself out of exis
tence has been made impossible. This is the only point to be comprehended 
here, and every speculation that insists on being speculation shows eo ipso 
[precisely thereby] that it has not comprehended this. The individual can 
thrust all this away and resort to speculation, but to accept it and then want 
to cancel it through speculation is impossible, because it is specifically de
signed to prevent speculation. 

When the eternal truth relates itself to an existing person, it becomes the 
paradox. Through the objective uncertainty and ignorance, the paradox 
thrusts away in the inwardness of the existing person. But since the paradox 
is not in itself the paradox, it does not thrust away intensely enough, for with
out risk, no faith; the more risk, the more faith; the more objective reliabil
ity, the less inwardness (since inwardness is subjectivity); the less objective re
liability, the deeper is the possible inwardness. When the paradox itself is the 
paradox, it thrusts away by virtue of the absurd, and the corresponding pas
sion of inwardness is faith. 

But subjectivity, inwardness, is truth; if not, we have forgotten the Socratic 
merit. But when the retreat out of existence into eternity by way of recol
lection has been made impossible, then, with the truth facing one as the para
~o::c, in the ~nxiety of sin and its pain, with the tremendous risk of objec
tiVIty, there IS no stronger expression for inwardness than-to have faith. But 
without risk, no faith, not even the Socratic faith, to say nothing of the kind 
we are discussing here. 

When Socrates believed that God is,90 he held fast the objective uncer
tainty with the entire passion of inwardness, and faith is precisely in this con
tradiction, in this risk. Now it is otherwise. Instead of the objective uncer
tainty, there is here the certainty that, viewed objectively, it is the absurd and 
t4is absurdity, held fast in the passion of inwardness, is faith. Compared ~th 
the earnestn~ss of the absurd, the Socratic ignorance is like a witty jest, and 
compared With the strenuousness of faith, the Socratic existential inwardness 
resembles Greek nonchalance. 

What, then;-is the absurd? The absurd is that the eternal truth has come 
into existence in time, that God has come into existence, has been born, has 
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grown up, etc., has come into existence exacdy as an individual human being, 
indistinguishable from any other human being, inasmuch as all immediate 
recognizability is pre-Socratic paganism and from the Jewish point of view 
is idolatry. Every qualification of that which actually goes beyond the So
cratic must essentially have a mark of standing in relation to the god's hav
ing come into existence, because faith, sensu strictissimo [in the strictest sense], 
as explicated in Fragments, refers to coming into existence. When Socrates 
believed that God is fer til], he no doubt perceived that where the road swings 
off there is a road of objective approximation, for example, the observation 
of nature, world history, etc. His merit was precisely to shun this road, where 
the quantifying siren song spellbinds and tricks the existing person. In rela
tion to the absurd, the objective approximation resembles the comedy Mis

Jorstaaelse paa Misforstaaelse [Misunderstanding upon Misunderstanding}, which 
ordinarily is played by assistant professors and speculativ,e thinkers. 

It is by way of the objective repulsion that the absurd is the dynamome
ter of faith in inwardness. So, then, there is a man who wants to have faith; 
well, let the comedy begin. He wants to have faith, but he wants to assure 
himself with the aid of objective deliberation and approximation. What hap
pens? With the aid of approximation, the absurd becomes something else; it 
becomes probable, it becomes more probable, it may become to a high de
gree and exceedingly probable. Now he is all set to believe it, and he dares 
to say of himself that he does not believe as shoemakers and tailors and sim
ple folk do, but only after long deliberation. Now he is all set to believe it, 
but, 10 and behold, now it has indeed become impossible to believe it. The 
almost probable, the probable, the to-a-high-degree and exceedingly proba
ble-that he can almost know, or as good as know, to a higher degree and 
exceedingly almost know--but believe it, that cannot be d~ne, for the absurd 
is precisely the object of faith and only that can be believed. 

Or there is a man who says he has faith, but now he wants to make his faith 
clear to himself; he wants to understand himself in his faith. Now the com
edy begins again. The object of faith becomes almost probable, it becomes as 
good as probable, it becomes probable, it becomes to a high degree and ex
ceedingly probable. He has finished; he dares to say of himself that he does 
not believe as shoemakers and tailors or other simple folk do but that he has 
also understood himself in his believing. What wondrous understanding! On 
the contrary, he has learned to know something different about faith than he 
believed and has learned to know that he no longer has faith, since he almost 
knows, as good as knows, to a high degree and exceedingly almost knows. 

Inasmuch as the absurd contains the element of coming into existence, the 
road of approximation will also be that which confuses the absurd fact of 
coming into existence, which is the object of faith, with a simple historical 
fact, and then seeks historical certainty for that which is absurd precisely be
cause it contains the contradiction that something that can become histori-
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cal only in direct opposition to all human understanding has become his
torical. This contradiction is the absurd, which can only be'believed. If a his
torical'certainty is obtained, one obtains merely the certainty that what is 
certain is not what is the point in question. A witness can testify that he has 
believed it and then testify that, far from being a historical certainty, it is in 
direct opposition to his understanding, but such a witness repels in the same 
sense as the absurd repels, and a witness who does not repel in this way is eo 
ipso a deceiver or a man who is talking about something altogether different; 
and such a witness can be of no help except in obtaining certainty about 
something altogether different. One hundred thousand individual witnesses, 
who by the special nature of their testimony (that they have believed the ab
surd) remain individual witnesses, do not become something else en masse so 
that the absurd becomes less absurd. Why? Because one hundred thousand 
people individually have believed that it was absurd? Quite the contrary, those 
one hundred thousand witnesses repel exactly as the absurd does. 

But I do not need to develop this further here. In Fragments (especially 
where the difference between the follower at first hand and the follower at 
second hand is annulled91) and in Part One of this book, I have with suffi
cient care shown that all approximation is futile, since the point is rather to 
do away with introductory observations, reliabilities, demonstrations from 
effects, and the whole mob of pawnbrokers and guarantors, in order to get 
the absurd clear-so that one can believe if one will-I merely say that this 
must be extremely strenuous. 

All paganism consists in this, that God is related directly to a human being, 
as the remarkably striking to the amazed. But the spiritual relationship with 
God in truth, that is, inwardness, is first conditioned by the actual break
through of inward deepening that corresponds to the divine cunning that 
God has nothing remarkable, nothing at all remarkable, about him-indeed, 
he is so far from being remarkable that he is invisible, and thus one does not 
suspect that he is there [er til], although his invisibility is in turn his om
nipresence. But an omnipresent being is the very one who is seen every
where, for example, as a police officer is-how illusive, then, that an om
nipresent being is cognizable precisely by his being invisible," simply and 

.. In order to indicate how illusive the rhetorical can be, I shall show here how one could 
perhaps produce an effect upon a listener rhetorically, even though what was said would be a 
dialectical retrogression. Suppose a pagan religious orator says that here on earth the god's tem
ple is actually empty, but (and here the rhetorical begins) in heaven, where everything is more 
perfect, where water is air, and air is ether, there are also temples and shrines for the gods, but 
the difference is that the gods actually dwell in these temples-that the god actually dwells in 
the temple is diiiiectical retrogression, because his not dwelling in the temple is an expression 
for the spiritual relation to the invisible. But rhetorically it produces the effect. -Incidentally, 
I had in mind a specific passage by a Greek author,92 but I shall not quote him. 
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solely by this, because his very visibility would annul his omnipresence. This 
relation between omnipresence and invisibility is like the relation between 
mystery and revelation, that the mystery expresses that the revelation is rev
elation in the stricter sense, that the mystery is the one and only mark by 
which it can be known, since otherwise a revelation becomes something like 
a police officer's omnipresence. 

If God [Cud1 wants to reveal himself in human form and provide a direct 
relation by taking, for example, the form of a man who is twelve feet tall, then 
that imaginatively constructed partygoer and captain of the popinjay shoot
ing dub will surely become aware. But since God is unwilling to deceive, the 
spiritual relation in truth specifically requires that there be nothing at all re
markable about his form; then the partygoer must say: There is nothing to see, 
not the slightest. If the god [Cuden]93 has nothing whatever that is remark
able about him, the partygoer is perhaps deceived in not becoming aware at 
all. But the god is without blame in this, and the actuality of this deception is 
continually also the possibility of the truth. But if the god has something re
markable about him, he deceives, inasmuch as a human being thus becomes 
aware of the untruth, and this awareness is also the impossibility of the truth. 

In paganism, the direct relation is idolatry; in Christianity, everyone in
deed knows that God cannot manifest himself in this way. But this knowl
edge is not inwardness at all, and in Christianity it can certainly happen with 
a rote knower that he becomes utterly "without God in the world;'94 which 
was not the case in paganism, where there was still the untrue relation of 
idolatry. Idolatry is certainly a dismal substitute, but that the rubric "God" 
disappears completely is even more mistaken. 

Accordingly, not even God relates himself direcdy to a derived spirit (and 
this is the wondrousness of creation: not to produce something that is noth
ing in relation to the Creator, but to produce something that is something 
and that in the true worship of God can use this something to become by 
itself nothing before God); even less can one human being relate himself in 
this way to another in truth. Nature, the totality of creation, is God's work, 
and yet God is not there, but within the individual human being there is a 
possibility (he is spirit according to his possibility) that in inwardness is awak
ened to a God-relationship, and then it is possible to see God everywhere. 
Compared with the spiritual relationship in inwardness, the sensate distinc
tions of the great, the amazing, the most crying-to-heaven superlatives of a 
southern nation are a retrogression to idolatry. Is it not as if an author wrote 
166 folio volumes and the reader read and read, just as when someone ob
serves and observes nature but does not discover that the meaning of this 
enormous work lies in the reader himself, because amazement at the many 
volumes and the five hundred lines to the page, which is similar to amaze
ment at how immense nature is and how innumerable the animal species are, 
is not understanding. 
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With regard to the essential truth, a direct relation between spirit and spirit 
is unthi~kable. If such a relation is assumed, it actually means that one party 
has ceased to be spirit, something that is not borne in mind by many a ge
nius who both assists people en masse into the truth and is good-natured 
enough to think that applause, willingness to listen, signatures, etc. mean ac
cepting the truth. Just as important as the truth, and of the two the even more 
important one, is the mode in which the truth is accepted, and it is of slight 
help if one gets millions to accept the truth if by the very mode of their ac
ceptance they are transposed into untruth. And therefore all good-natured
ness, all persuasion, all bargaining, all direct attraction with the aid of one's 
own person in consideration of one's suffering so much for the cause, of one's 
weeping over humankind, of one's being so enthusiastic, etc. -all such things 
are a misunderstanding, in relation to the truth a forgery by which, accord
ing to one's ability, one helps any number of people to acquire a semblance 
of truth. 

Socrates was a teacher of the ethical, but he was aware that there is no di
'rect relation between the teacher and the learner, because inwardness is truth, 
and inwardness in the two is precisely the path away from each other. Prob
ably because he perceived this he was so very pleased with his advantageous 
appearance. What was it? Well, guess again.95 

Possibility Superior to Actuality; Actuality Superior to Possibility; 
Poetic and Intellectual Ideality; Ethical Ideality 

Aristode remarks in his Poetics that poetry is superior to history, because his
tory presents only what has occurred, poetry what could and ought to have 
occurred,96 i.e., poetry has possibility at its disposal. Possibility, poetic and 
intellectual, is superior to actuality; the esthetic and the intellectual are dis
interested. But there is only one interest, the interest in existing; disinter
estedness is the expression for indifference to actuality. The indifference is 
forgotten in the Cartesian cogUo-ergo sum, which disturbs the disinterest
edness of the intellectual and offends speculative thought, as if something 
else should follow from it. I think, ergo I think; whether I am or it is (in the 
sense of actuality, where I means a single existing human being and it means 
a single definite something) is infinitely unimportant. That what I am think
ing is in the sense of thinking does not, of course, need any demonstration, 
nor does it need to be demonstrated by any conclusion, since it is indeed 
demonstrated. But as soon as I begin to want to make my thinking teleo
logical in relation to something else, interest enters the game. As soon as it 
is there, the ethical is present and exempts me from further trouble with 
demonstcii:ing my existence, and since it obliges me to exist, it prevents me 
from making an ethically deceptive and metaphysically unclear flourish of 
a conclusion. 
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